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Covert wireless communications are unprecedentedly vital for security and privacy of individuals, government,
and military bodies. Besides encryption, hiding signal transmission deeply under noise background highly pro-
liferates the covertness in the physical layer. A deep signal hiding leads to a low interception probability at the
interceptor but a poor data recovery at the receiver. To ensure both high covertness and high-fidelity recovery,
massive and dense optical comb channels are utilized for deep denoising through the analog spectrum convo-
lution. Using an external modulation-based optical frequency comb (OFC) and a single detection branch, the
available optical comb channels can sustainably scale up by breaking or greatly mitigating physical bottlenecks on
immense hardware and spectrum requirements. Thus, a striking signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) rise can be achieved
for deep denoising. Combination of 1024 comb channels (the first parallel comb channel number beyond 1000)
and the analog spectrum convolution enable a record SNR enhancement of 29 dB for a microwave signal
with a 10.24 GHz bandwidth and a 10 Mbit/s data rate, which is deeply hidden below the in-band noises
by 18 dB or even 30 dB in both the frequency and time domains. This method opens a new avenue for covert
communications. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.419605

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communications have already penetrated into all cor-
ners of our society, with the increasing tides of 5G/B5G, inter-
net of things, ubiquitous access, and cloud computing [1].
Accordingly, the covertness of today’s wireless communications
attracts unprecedented interest, when facing great risks to indi-
vidual privacy and government and military security. As such,
the covert wireless communication to achieve a reliable infor-
mation transmission from transmitter to receiver with low
probability of interception has been the focus of academic, in-
dustrial, and military communities. Traditionally, besides the
encryption methods for content protection, the communica-
tion covertness can be enhanced through the electromagnetic
signal protection in the physical layer [2–4]. Hiding the trans-
mitting signal deeply under the noise or interference back-
ground is one of the prevailing methods to reinforce the
physical layer security [5–7]. Furthermore, if the interceptor
cannot detect the underlying signal transmission between
the transmitter and the receiver, there is no opportunity to
launch an “eavesdropping and decoding” attack, even with un-
limited computing resource or decryption codes [7]. In general,
the deeper the transmitting signal is hid under the noise back-
ground with a worse signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the lower

the interception probability for the adversary is [5]. This en-
sures a higher transmission covertness between transmitter
and receiver. However, there is usually a trade-off between
the covertness and the fidelity of signal recovery, since a deeper
hiding would result in a higher bit error rate (BER) at receiver.
To ensure both high covertness and high-fidelity signal recov-
ery, deep hiding and deep denoising should be synchronously
satisfied.

Fortunately, the optical frequency comb (OFC), empower-
ing intrinsic coherent exploitation of the overall electromag-
netic spectrum [8–10], is generated to have a series of
discrete correlated optical comb lines (or teeth) with equal spec-
tral spacing in microwave size [11–20]. In theory, the OFCs are
capable of providing enormous comb channels for high-
sensitivity spectroscopy and high-capacity microwave/optical
signal processing [21–26], as well as for deep denoising in sub-
noise signal recovery when facing a weak signal or a poor SNR
[27–30]. For instance, dual OFCs help to multicast the signal
spectrum into multiple replicas through multiple comb lines
and then slice the spectrum into a series of subbands (or chan-
nels). The coherent stacking of each subband in phase leads to
an SNR increase or a net gain linearly proportional to the avail-
able subband or channel number. In Ref. [28] the detection of a
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fast subnoise signal with a big bandwidth and a low power level
was implemented with an SNR improvement of 14.1 dB by
using dual OFCs, wherein 36 comb lines were generated for
signal spectrum replication and coherent stacking. In a fol-
low-up experiment using more than 300 comb lines [29],
the SNR was improved by 23.8 dB in contrast to the ideal value
of 24.7 dB.

However, the comb channel scalability and the resultant
superior limit of SNR increase are unsustainable because of
physical bottlenecks on complicated opto-electronic hardware
and immense spectrum resources to support massive optical
comb channels. In the reports [28,29], dual coherent OFCs
with slightly different large free spectral ranges were generated
to form a few comb-line pairs, and each pair corresponds to a
coherent comb channel. All comb channels are wavelength de-
multiplexed, and then an inter-frequency (IF) filter and an indi-
vidual coherent detection are needed for each channel to
implement mutual beating between two paired comb lines, re-
quiring dramatically complicated opto-electronic hardware
whose size is proportional to the channel number. In this
way, it is costly and bulky to support over 100 parallel comb
channels, and it is extremely challenging and even impossible
with thousands of comb channels. Moreover, the available
comb channel number is also constrained by the available wave-
length range (i.e., limited spectrum resource). Large comb spac-
ings or coarse comb lines are inevitable for avoiding the beat
noises or interference among comb lines and signals, making
massive coherent combs nearly impossible. For a large comb
spacing (e.g., 0.4 nm [28]) or coarsely distributed comb lines,
less than 90 channels are implemented within a given wave-
length range such as the C band (e.g., 1530–1565 nm), such
that the deep denoising for covert wireless communication is
critically degraded.

Here an efficient covert wireless communication system is
proposed and demonstrated using deep signal hiding with a
very poor incident SNR and deep denoising with a striking
SNR rise, wherein massive optical comb channels are enabled by
breaking the physical bottlenecks on immense opto-electronic

hardware and wavelength resource requirements. In the com-
munication setup, a designed transmitting signal is deeply hid-
den or heavily contaminated in both the frequency and time
domains, for the purpose of high covertness or low interception
probability. Massive spectral slices are replicated and then
coherently stacked in phase through the analog spectrum con-
volution. This unique convolution outperforms the digital
spectrum convolution or waveform cross-correlation operation
in spread spectrum communication in terms of being ultrafast,
having nearly zero latency, and having memoryless analog op-
eration. As such, the signal’s power level is greatly proliferated
in a coherent mode, but the noise level retains nearly un-
changed in an incoherent mode. Thus, the deep denoising
is achieved for subnoise signal recovery with a striking SNR
improvement. As a demonstration, an OFC with 1024
comb lines and a 10 MHz comb spacing is generated for
detecting and recovering an incident microwave signal with
a 10.24 GHz bandwidth, a 10 Mbit/s data rate, and a poor
SNR ranging from −30 to −18 dB for deep signal hiding.
After the deep coherent denoising, an SNR improvement of
29 dB is experimentally achieved, in high line with the theo-
retical value of 30 dB. It should be highlighted that the coher-
ent comb channels and the SNR can be further multiplied in
proportion to the channel number by involving more comb
lines. Here the saturated input/output power of the balanced
photodetector (BPD) will set a slight limitation on the further
increase of the recovered signal’s power when the comb line
number is already big enough.

2. COVERT WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM USING MASSIVE COMB CHANNELS

The covert communication system using massive comb chan-
nels is depicted in Fig. 1, consisting of a transmitting unit for
deep hiding and a receiving unit for deep denoising. The origi-
nal data is processed to have weak, flat spectral and temporal
envelopes in the microwave domain, which is deeply hidden
below noise in both the frequency and time domains. Such

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the covert wireless communication system using massive comb channels. In the transmitting unit the microwave
signal is designed to have a flat and large bandwidth and is deeply hidden by strong in-band noises in both the frequency and time domains. In the
receiving unit, the transmitting microwave signal is received to modulate an optical carrier, forming an incident microwave photonic signal. A flat
OFC is generated with massive and ultradense comb lines for implementing analog spectrum convolution between the OFC and the incident
microwave photonic signal, leading to massive spectral replication of the transmitting signal and then a coherent in-phase stacking of massive
spectral replicas at the IF point. Extracting the IF signal through a bandpass filter enables the deep denoising for signal recovery, showing a huge
SNR improvement. (EOM, electro-optic modulator; IF, inter-frequency; LD, laser diode; OFC, optical frequency comb; PD, photodetector.)
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a noisy microwave signal with a weak power level and a poor
SNR is radiated toward the receiving unit through the wireless
channel. In the receiving unit, the acquired microwave signal is
modulated on an optical carrier through electro-optic modula-
tion, generating the incident microwave photonic signal.
Actually, the incident microwave photonic signal is identical
or equivalent to the transmitting microwave signal, except
for the central frequency being up-converted from the micro-
wave to the optical domain in single sideband modulation
mode. Next, a flat ultradense OFC with N comb lines is gen-
erated and converged with the microwave photonic signal in a
BPD. An analog spectrum convolution between the OFC and
the microwave photonic signal is performed, such that massive
spectral replicas are formed. Each spectral replica is formed by
an individual comb line, defined as a comb channel or subband
corresponding to that comb line. By carefully matching the
phases of the massive comb lines according to that of the trans-
mitting signal, a coherent in-phase stacking of the massive spec-
tral replicas is achieved in a specifically designed IF band, while
avoiding signal-to-signal beating (see details in Section 4).
Meanwhile, no in-phase stacking will happen for noise due
to its random and incoherent phase [30].

Therefore, a huge SNR improvement proportional to the
comb channel number can be achieved at the IF point. The
received transmitting microwave signal or the incident micro-
wave photonic signal can be deeply denoised, and the original
data can be correctly recovered through the IF signal. In this
way, both high covertness and high-fidelity signal recovery are
ensured in this OFC-enabled wireless communication system.

A. Deep Hiding with Poor SNR in Both the
Frequency and Time Domains
For high covertness, deep signal hiding is implemented in the
transmitting unit. White Gaussian noises or other artificial
noises and interferences [6] with a relatively higher power level
are generated to deeply bury the microwave signal before radi-
ation out. Along the flat and broadband weak power distribu-
tion of the microwave signal, the in-band SNR in the frequency
domain should be as low as −20 or −30 dB. However, only a
poor SNR in the frequency domain is not sufficient to ensure a
low interception probability, since the high or faint peaks in the
time domain will still reveal the covertness. For such, a nearly
uniform envelope in the time domain is ensured by applying a
random phase distribution among the overall bandwidth of the
transmitting microwave signal, instead of a pulsed or concen-
trated one in classic ultra-wideband communication systems.
Details are introduced in the Section 2.D. As a result, deep
hiding is achieved in both the frequency and time domains
for the transmitting microwave signal.

B. Photonic Assisted Analog Spectrum Convolution
The key to the success of the covert communication lies in the
deep denoising at the receiving unit, which is implemented by
using analog spectrum convolution and massive coherent stack-
ing. Mathematically, we start from a flat and ultradense OFC
with N comb lines, derived as

C�ω� �
XN−1

n�0

An exp�jϕn�δ�ω − ωc − nΔωc�, (1)

where δ�·� is the Dirac function, An and ϕn are the amplitude
and the phase of the nth comb line for n ∈ �0,N − 1�, and ωc
and Δωc represent the starting frequency and the comb spac-
ing, respectively. Accordingly, a spectral range (i.e., bandwidth)
close toNΔωc can be covered. Correspondingly, c�t� is defined
as the temporal waveform of the OFC.

The incident microwave photonic signal covers a frequency
range from ωs to ωs � Bs, expressed as

S�ω� �
�
As�ω� exp jϕs�ω�, if ωs ≤ ω ≤ ωs � Bs,
else, else,

(2)

where As�ω� and ϕs�ω� are the amplitude and the phase at the
angular frequency of ω, ωs is the starting frequency, Bs is the
bandwidth, and “else” means other spectral components with
lower powers. Also, its temporal waveform is defined as s�t�.

When the OFC and the incident microwave photonic signal
are coupled into the BPD, an output signal is derived as

y�t� ∝ jc�t� � s�t�j2 − jc�t� − s�t�j2 � 2c�t� · s��t� � c:c:,
(3)

where j · j represents the absolute value operator and c.c. rep-
resents the conjugated component. The term c�t� · s��t� in
Eq. (3) can be written in its frequency version as

Y 1�ω� �
1

2π
C�ω� ⊗ S��−ω�, (4)

where ⊗ represents the convolution operator. Actually, C�ω�
and S�ω� are the Fourier transforms of the two temporal wave-
forms of c�t� and s�t�, respectively.

Here ωc ≥ ωs is assumed for deriving a simple expression, as
the IF point is only determined by the relative frequency differ-
ence between c�t� and s�t�. Also, ΔB � Bs − NΔωc , defined as
the bandwidth difference between s�t� and c�t�, is set to be
nonnegative to ensure an available IF bandwidth for effectively
stacking massive replicated spectral slices. In this case, all the N
replicated spectra are located in their desired spectral slices
within a specific frequency range of ωc − ωs − ΔB ≤ ω ≤
ωc − ωs. Within this specific frequency range, Eq. (4) can be
rewritten as

Y 1�ω� �
1

2π

XN−1

n�0

An exp � jϕn�S��ωc � nΔωc − ω�: (5)

Equation (5) shows the analog spectrum convolution of the
OFC and the photonic signal, which is equivalently described
in the electrical domain through opto-electrical conversion us-
ing the BPD. The analog spectrum convolution, showing ultra-
fast and memoryless advantages over digital convolution or
correlation operations in, for example, traditional spread spec-
trum communications, can be regarded as the sum of multiple
weighted (both amplitude and phase) replicas of inversed and
frequency-shifted spectrum of the photonic signal.

For a vivid demonstration of analog spectrum convolution,
Fig. 2 shows the detailed process happening in the BPD. As
depicted in Fig. 2(a), the spectrum of the incident microwave
photonic signal is massively replicated, and the IF point locates
in the overlapping range of all replicated spectra. Through the
in-phase coherent stacking, the recovered signal at the IF point
has a high amplitude gain as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Meanwhile,
as a comparison, the in-phase coherent stacking for the incident
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microwave photonic signal and random-phase incoherent
stacking for the white Gaussian noise are shown Fig. 2(c).
Obviously, the incident microwave photonic signal will get
an amplitude (or power) gain from the in-phase stacking, while
no amplitude (or power) gain for the noise. Such a principle is
just behind the SNR improvement of our covert communica-
tion system, which will be explained with more detail in the
following.

C. SNR Improvement for Deep Denoising
To quantitatively analyze the SNR improvement from the deep
denoising, both the OFC and the incident microwave photonic
signal (equivalently the transmitting microwave signal) are de-
signed to have relative flat spectral envelopes. Furthermore, An
and As�ω� can be simplified as constant values, A0 and As. In
this case, the performance of coherent stacking will only be de-
termined by two phase terms ϕn and ϕs. On the one hand,
when the two phase terms are randomly distributed without
mutual correlation between them, the summation or the coher-
ent stacking [see Eq. (5)] will lead to a mass spectrum. On the
other hand, when the two phase terms are correlated with a
constant difference (e.g., zero for the simplest case), an in-phase
coherent stacking can be achieved for SNR enhancement. In
this covert communication system, a constant phase difference
is adopted and pre-implemented during the deep hiding pro-
cedure at the transmitting unit.

For SNR analysis, we have to first extract the IF signal at the
IF point defined as ωm � ωc − ωs − �1 − ε�ΔB, where
ε ∈ �0,1� is a coefficient. Here the phase relationship between
the OFC and the microwave photonic signal can be optimized
as ϕn � ϕs �ωs � �1 − ε�ΔB � nΔωc �, and a non-constant or
random phase function is desirable for the OFC (see the fol-
lowing Section 2.D). As a result, at the IF band Eqs. (5) and (3)
can be simplified as Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. It is clear that
a huge gain linearly proportional to the number of comb lines
(i.e., comb channel number) provided by the OFC can be
achieved at the IF point. In the meantime, at other frequency
points such an in-phase stacking will not occur among the re-
plicated spectra, showing nearly zero mean value arising from
massive random stacking and cross-cancellation. The same phe-
nomenon will happen for noise stacking (e.g., white Gaussian
noise), since the phases of noise are also randomly distributed.

Y 1�ωm� � N
A0As

2π
, (6)

yωm
�t� � N

2A0As

π
cos�ωmt�: (7)

It is clear that a huge gain linearly proportional to the num-
ber of comb lines (i.e., comb channel number N) provided by
the OFC can be achieved at the IF point, and the output aver-
age power can be derived as

Pωm
�N � � 1

2

�
N

2A0As

π

�
2

: (8)

For the noise (e.g., white Gaussian noise), an in-phase stack-
ing will not occur since its phase is randomly distributed. Let us
define the original average spectral power of the white Gaussian
noise along with the incident microwave photonic signal is n20.
According to its constant power spectral density, the average
power at the IF point after the stacking described in Eq. (5)
is increased to

n2�N � � N
�
2A0n0
π

�
2

, (9)

where �2A0�∕π indicates the growth of the amplitude gain and
N comes from the sum of the power when stacking. Therefore,
the SNR can be derived as

SNR�N � � Pωm
�N �∕n2�N � � 1

2
N
�
As

n0

�
2

: (10)

Equation (10) reveals a linear SNR rise along with the comb
line number. Being compared with a conventional method
wherein the OFC is replaced by one comb line (or one optical
carrier) having the same amplitude of A0, the quantitative SNR
improvement is logarithmically derived in decibels (dB) as

GSNR � 10 log10�SNR�N �∕SNR�1�� � 10 log10N : (11)

This distinct feature empowers the deep signal denoising and
the high-fidelity signal recovery with a striking SNR rise
through analog spectrum convolution and in-phase coherent
stacking of massive replicated comb channels.

D. Random Phases for Transmitting Microwave
Signal and Massive Optical Comb Lines
To reinforce the low interception probability, either the trans-
mitting microwave signal or the OFC should not be specified to
have constant phase distribution within the effective band-
width, to avoid a high peak in the time domain.

Fig. 2. (a) Analog spectrum convolution in BPD. (b) Recovered signal at the IF point. (c) Comparison between in-phase coherent stacking and
random-phase incoherent stacking.
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Besides a wide bandwidth and a low, flat spectral envelope,
which enable the coherent in-phase stacking of massive spectral
slices, the incident microwave signal is also required to have
random phase distribution. Given a constant phase distribu-
tion, a high peak will appear and make the transmitting micro-
wave signal easily detected in the time domain, which disables
the low-interception feature regardless of a poor SNR or a weak
average power level. Therefore, a random (actually pseudoran-
dom) phase distribution is designed to provide a relatively uni-
form, weak power distribution in the time domain for high
covertness. The peak to average power ratio (PAPR) of a
10.24 GHz wideband signal can be reduced by more than
200 times when using a randomly distributed phase instead
of a constant one in our experiment. Besides, the random phase
distribution can be reused for a long time, with very low risk on
communication vulnerability, due to the deep hiding in the
physical layer and extreme complexity for brute force attacks.
Moreover, for a dynamically changed random phase distribu-
tion to improve the covertness further, the overhead for trans-
mitting of the random phase key is still very small.

The same situation applies for the phase distribution of the
OFC used. An OFC is usually with constant or weak-
perturbation phase distribution among comb lines, which
dominantly determines its temporal waveform such as soliton
pulses or other pulses [11–16,18,19]. If such a constant or
weak-perturbation phase distribution is implemented, several
negative problems obviously occur by considering the
extremely nonuniform temporal power distribution and the
high peak power. First, the high peak impedes their subsequent
amplification in the fiber link. Second, the high peak will bring
nonlinear distortions [31] and even equipment damage
[32,33]. Therefore, a random or pseudorandom phase is opti-
mized and applied to make a relative uniform power distribu-
tion in the time domain for the OFC. More importantly, the
random phase distribution of the transmitting microwave signal
should synchronously match the OFC’s random phase distri-
bution to achieve massive in-phase spectrum stacking for deep
denoising.

In addition, the unbalance of the BPD will introduce some
signal-to-signal beating notes or noises in the low frequency
range, arising from the self-beating of the incident microwave
photonic signal and the OFC. Fortunately, by using a random
phase distribution, different beat notes at the same frequency
are generated with random phases, and then the coherent stack-
ings among them will randomly cancel each other. This phe-
nomenon has twofold benefits: avoiding the signal-to-signal
beat noises to signal recovery and relaxing the saturated output
power of the BPD.

E. Breaking Physical Bottlenecks on Immense
Hardware and Spectrum Resource Requirements
Traditional coherent denoising methods replicate the target mi-
crowave signal in parallel paths and then coherently stack them
to improve the SNR [27]. However, immense requirements on
hardware and spectrum resources set critical physical bottle-
necks for massive comb channels, when facing a huge SNR im-
provement requirement from deep denoising after deep hiding.
The physical bottlenecks are understood in two aspects. First,
each comb-line pair with two comb lines from dual combs

should be wavelength demultiplexed and then detected paral-
lelly and separately in individual mode [28,29] to form one
comb channel. Massive comb channels will require a dramati-
cally complicated opto-electronic hardware consisting of paral-
lel demultiplexing and detection branches proportional to the
comb channel number. Such a hardware complexity is unsus-
tainable, costly, and bulky for supporting thousands of channels
and more. Second, when all comb-line pairs (comb channels)
are detected in one joint branch without wavelength demulti-
plexing and individual detection, large comb spacings or sparse
comb lines should be specified to avoid the harmful self-beating
noises among different comb lines and the incident microwave
photonic signal. Massive comb channels will request a dramati-
cally wide optical spectrum proportional to the comb channel
number, due to the low spectral efficiency. Such a wide spec-
trum is also extremely challenging and even impossible for ac-
commodating thousands of channels and more. As an example,
1000 channels with a comb spacing of 0.4 nm will occupy a
400 nm spectrum resource, which is far beyond the total band-
width of low-loss windows (C band, L band, and U band) of
optical fiber.

Fortunately, the physical bottlenecks on hardware and spec-
trum resources have been broken or greatly mitigated in this
proposed deep denoising method, because massive comb chan-
nels are implemented using a single detection branch and a nar-
row wavelength bandwidth of several nanometers, while
removing the linear increase on hardware complexity and
the self-beat interferences. Since only one detection branch
is used, the detected signal should be shifted to an IF band
to eliminate the overlapped beat interference (see Section 4
for more details), requiring a higher frequency for the nar-
row-bandwidth IF processing in contrast to Refs. [28,29].

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

A. Deep Denoising for Covert Wireless
Communication
An experimental setup to implement covert wireless commu-
nication is established, using massive comb channels for deep
coherent denoising through a single detection branch. As
shown in Fig. 3, the original data (e.g., 11010) from a host
computer is up-converted to generate a microwave signal in
differential binary phase-shift keying (DBPSK) format. In
the transmitting unit, the original data [i.e., a pseudorandom
binary sequence (PRBS) with a 320 bit length and a 10 Mbit/s
rate] is first encoded to obtain differential code which is then
applied to phase modulate a microwave carrier, generating the
transmitting microwave signal spanning from 1.8 to
12.04 GHz. The microwave carrier, which has a flat spectrum
envelope and a random phase distribution, is designed through
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). Since a random phase
distribution is applied, this generated transmitting microwave
signal is deeply hidden below strong noise background and
then radiated out.

Inside the receiving unit, the subnoise microwave signal is
captured. An optical carrier from a continuous-wave and
narrow-linewidth laser is split into two parts. One part is modu-
lated by the acquired noisy microwave signal inside a Mach–
Zehnder modulator (MZM) to form the incident microwave
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photonic signal, while the other being processed to generate a
customized OFC with massive and ultradense comb lines.
Next, both the incident microwave photonic signal and the
OFC are converged by a 90° optical hybrid and fed into a
BPD simultaneously, wherein massive spectral replication
and in-phase coherent stacking of massive spectral slices at
the IF point are implemented. Following the BPD, an electrical
bandpass filter with twice the bandwidth of the original data is
employed to extract the spectral components falling inside the
IF band. Then the differential coherent demodulation is imple-
mented to recover the original data carried by the transmitting
microwave signal with a much higher SNR. Consequently, the
original data is recovered from strong noise background and
then recorded by using a real-time oscilloscope.

As aforementioned, a random phase distribution is designed
for the transmitting microwave signal to keep a low, uniform
power distribution in both the frequency and time domains.
Figure 4(a) shows the normalized temporal waveform and
the amplitude/phase spectra of the designed transmitting mi-
crowave signal having a 10.24 GHz bandwidth and a
1.8 GHz starting frequency. To quantitatively evaluate the
performance of the deep denoising, PRBS data are curved
on the transmitting microwave signal in DBPSK format, while
white noise is added to emulate different SNRs during the deep
hiding in tests. It is highlighted that here the in-band noise or
SNR is considered, rather global all-band ones, since most out-
band noises can be reasonably eliminated by using a matching
filter. In details, Fig. 4(b) shows the temporal waveforms and
spectra of the normalized transmitting microwave signal, to-
gether with white noises. Regarding an in-band SNR of −9
or −18 dB, the microwave signal is deeply buried by the noises
in both the frequency and time domains. The transmitting mi-
crowave signal embedded in strong noises is applied to modu-
late the optical carrier inside the MZM shown in Fig. 3,
generating the incident microwave photonic signal. Here the
carrier-suppression modulation is carried out to alleviate the
high power saturation effect inside the BPD.

Here the OFC is generated through the module depicted in
Fig. 3, using a carrier-suppressed and single-sideband (CS-SSB)
modulation architecture. During the OFC generation, both
electrical and optical procedures are implemented. A user-
defined electrical signal with a flat spectral envelope starting

from 7 GHz and a random phase (corresponding to the random
phase of the microwave carrier used to generate the incident
microwave signal as depicted in Section 2.C) is generated from
an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, Keysight-M8195A).
The user-defined electrical signal is then applied to intensity

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for covert wireless communication with deep denoising method. Here the OFCG consists of a PC, an MZM, an
EDFA, and an OBPF. (AWG, arbitrary waveform generator; BPD, balanced photodetector; BPF, bandpass filter at the IF point; EDFA, erbium-
doped fiber amplifier; HC, host computer; Hybrid, 90° optical hybrid; LD, laser diode; MZM, Mach–Zehnder modulator; OFCG, optical fre-
quency comb generation module; OSC; real-time oscilloscope; PC, polarization controller; OBPF, optical bandpass filter.)

Fig. 4. Designed transmitting microwave signal and strong in-band
noises during the deep hiding procedure. (a) Normalized temporal
waveform (blue) and normalized spectra (amplitude spectrum, green;
phase spectrum, orange) of the transmitting microwave signal. It is
designed to have flat spectral and temporal envelopes, a
10.24 GHz bandwidth, and a 1.8 GHz starting frequency.
(b) Illustration of the temporal waveforms and the spectra of the trans-
mitting signals and the strong white noises, under in-band SNR of −9
or −18 dB. It is obvious that the microwave signal is deeply buried by
the strong noises in both the frequency and time domains.
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modulate the optical carrier inside an MZM biased at the mini-
mum point of its transfer function for carrier suppression. The
generated optical signal has a flat spectral envelope starting
from f 0 � 7 GHz (i.e., ωc), 1024 comb lines, and a
10 MHz comb spacing, where f 0 is the frequency of the seed
laser. Then a tunable optical bandpass filter is used to remove
the lower sideband, while retaining the upper sideband serving
as the required OFC used in communication experiments. The
7 GHz offset [see Fig. 5(a)] is set to match the optical bandpass
filter.

This OFC is converged with the microwave photonic signal
and the hybrid optical spectrum is also recorded. At the output
of the BPD, the recovered signal after analog spectrum convo-
lution and massive in-phase stacking is recorded and shown in
Fig. 5(b), indicating a high peak power and a high SNR at the
5.2 GHz IF point (ωm). It should be noted that a higher power
only appears around the IF point, but very low powers appear
for other bands of the microwave spectrum from 0 to 28 GHz
due to the massive random stacking and cross-cancellation.

In the time domain, clear and wide-open eye diagrams are
achieved for PRBS data carried by the recovered signal after
deep denoising as shown in Fig. 5(c). Consequently, the origi-
nal data can be detected and recovered from a poor in-band
SNR as low as −18 dB. Furthermore, a supplementary movie
(Visualization 1) provides a vivid demonstration for this covert
communication system.

B. SNR Enhancement and Performance Comparison
To quantitatively analyze the SNR enhancement of the deep
denoising in the covert communication system, incident micro-
wave photonic signals (equivalently the noisy transmitting mi-
crowave signal) with different in-band SNRs ranging from −30
to −18 dB are generated for tests. Figure 6(a) shows the BER
curves measured at the covert communication experiments and
a reference experiment for the purpose of performance compar-
ision. The reference experiment is performed using the same
configurations and transmitting microwave signal, but replac-
ing the OFC with a single optical comb line or continuous-
wave optical carrier.

For a given BER at 10−4, an SNR improvement of 29 dB has
been achieved using the deep denoising method, as compared
with results of the reference experiment. Here the employment
of 1024 comb lines is expected to achieve an ideal SNR im-
provement of 30 dB according to Eq. (11). The 1 dB gain cost
in experiments mainly results from the uneven spectral

Fig. 5. Recovered signals from the experiment for covert wireless
communication demonstration. (a) Optical spectra of the OFC, the
incident microwave photonic signal, and the hybrid signal measured
at the input of the BPD. (b) Microwave spectrum of the recovered
signal observed at the output of the BPD, showing a high peak power
or SNR at the 5.2 GHz IF point. (c) Eye diagrams of the recovered
PRBS data from the transmitting microwave photonic signal with an
SNR of −9 or −18 dB. (MWP, incident microwave photonic signal;
OFC, optical frequency comb.)

Fig. 6. BER curves measured from experiments and simulations.
(a) Experimental results (red spots) and simulation results (blue solid
lines) measured through the covert communication experiment (left)
and the reference experiment (right). Here a single OFC with 1024
comb lines is employed, indicating a 29 dB SNR improvement at BER
of 10−4. (b) Simulation results measured under different comb lines
ranging from 1 to 2048, indicating an SNR improvement close to
the theoretical prediction of Eq. (11), being compared with one comb
channel case. (BER, bit error rate; N, number of comb lines or
channels.)
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envelope of both the OFC and the incident microwave pho-
tonic signal, as well as nonideal configurations and parameters
of the setups, such as an unstable bias voltage of the MZM or
residual optical carrier of the CS-SSB modulation. In addition,
a not well aligned local beam will result in a poor SNR of the
received signal and reduce the SNR gain of the whole system.

To reveal the comb channel scalability or the impact of the
comb channel number, simulations are carried out by gradually
increasing the comb channels from 1 to 2048. The resulted
BER curves for the recovered signal from the same transmitting
microwave signal having a 10.24 GHz bandwidth and a
10 Mbit/s data rate are analyzed and shown in Fig. 6(b), in-
dicating an SNR improvement well in line with Eq. (11).
Consequently, the gain or the SNR rise is sustainable by using
simple but elegant opto-electronic hardware.

The starting frequencies of the OFC and the incident
microwave photonic signal should be carefully allocated to
avoid some serious beat notes or noises, and details can be
found in Section 4. In the experiments and simulations above,
the OFC is generated to have a starting frequency at
f 0�7 GHz (ωc) and a bandwidth of 10.24 GHz, while
the incident microwave photonic signal has a starting frequency
of f 0�1.8 GHz (ωs) and an identical bandwidth of
10.24 GHz, where f 0 is the optical carrier frequency.
According to Eq. (14), the minimum difference between the
two starting frequencies of the OFC and the incident micro-
wave photonic signal is derived as 5.12 GHz when ΔB � 0.
Hence, the measured IF point is specified as 5.2 GHz for en-
suring a beat interference-free signal recovery because a spectral
overlapping ranging from 0 to 5.04 GHz will not bring any
harmful interference to the IF point at 5.2 GHz.

4. DISCUSSION

The starting frequencies of the OFC and the incident micro-
wave photonic signal should be carefully specified to avoid seri-
ous signal-to-signal beat notes or noises. Typically, there are
three situations suffering from beat noises as shown in Fig. 7.

For simplicity, the starting frequency of the OFC (orange
block) is larger than that of the incident microwave photonic
signal (green block), and the bandwidth (width of orange
block) of the OFC is less than that of the incident microwave
photonic signal (width of green block). The subfigures on left
column describe the relative position in the frequency domain
before injecting into the BPD, and the ones on right column
illustrate the spectrum position of the recovered microwave sig-
nal. As depicted in Fig. 7(a), when there is no overlapping be-
tween the optical spectra of the OFC and the incident
microwave photonic signal, the recovered signal has a starting
frequency equal to d1 and an ending frequency equal to d2,
where d1 and d2 are defined in the caption of Fig. 7. Here
ΔB is the bandwidth of the IF band (red range) for selecting
the IF point, equal to the bandwidth difference between the
incident microwave photonic signal and the OFC. When
the incident microwave photonic signal and the OFC partially
overlap in their spectra, as depicted in Fig. 7(b), the beat notes
inside the overlapping range will contribute negative frequency
components, which will in turn transform into the reflected
positive ones in electrical domain and then overlap with the

ordinary positive beat notes. But the reflected positive beat
notes exert no harmful impact to the deep denoising as it is
still away from the measured IF band. When the spectrum
overlapping range between the incident microwave photonic
signal and the OFC increases further [see Fig. 7(c)], the re-
flected positive beat notes will seriously influence the measured
IF band (red range), such that the SNR enhancement will
deteriorate dramatically.

To avoid beat notes arising from the third situation
[Fig. 7(c)], a sufficient constraint relationship between the
starting frequencies and bandwidths is derived and demon-
strated in the following. The difference between their starting
frequencies has a minimum value to ensure an effective IF point
for beat interference-free measurement, when the bandwidth of
the OFC and the incident microwave photonic signal is fixed.
That means the maximum of the overlapped microwave fre-
quency range must be smaller than the IF point inside the op-
tional range depicted as the red block in Fig. 7. Mathematically,
the constraint relationship is derived as

ωm > d 1, (12)
where ωm � ωc − ωs − �1 − ε�ΔB is the defined IF point.
According to Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), the maximum of the over-
lapped microwave frequency range can be derived as

d 1 � ωs � Bs − ωc : (13)
By substituting Eq. (13) and the defined IF point into Eq. (12),
the constraint relationship can be rewritten as

Fig. 7. Illustration of three typical situations suffering with beat
noises and the optimization analysis for the starting frequencies of
the OFC and the incident microwave photonic signal. The left column
shows the relative positions in the frequency domain between the OFC
and the incident microwave photonic signal before injecting into the
BPD; the right one illustrates the corresponding spectrum positions of
the recovered signal in the microwave domain. (a) No spectrum over-
lapping between the optical spectra of the OFC (orange block) and the
incident microwave photonic signal (green block). No overlapped beat
interference will happen. (b) Slight spectrum overlapping. The over-
lapped beat interference will happen but will not affect the IF band.
(c) Heavy spectrum overlapping. The resultant interference will seri-
ously affect the IF band and thus contaminate the deep denoising. (d1,
the difference between the microwave photonic signal’s ending fre-
quency and the OFC’s starting frequency, indicating the degree of
spectrum overlapping; d2, the difference between the microwave pho-
tonic signal’s starting frequency and the OFC’s ending frequency, in-
dicating the largest beat frequency; ΔB, the bandwidth difference
between the microwave photonic signal and the OFC.)
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ωc − ωs >
Bs � �1 − ε�ΔB

2
: (14)

From Eq. (14), the difference between their starting frequencies
has a minimum value to ensure an effective IF point for beat
interference-free measurement, when the bandwidth of the
OFC and the incident microwave photonic signal is fixed.

Meanwhile, substituting ωm into Eq. (14), the IF point also
has a minimum value described as

ωm >
Bs − �1 − ε�ΔB

2
: (15)

In the covert communication experiments, when facing a large-
bandwidth incident microwave photonic signal, a high fre-
quency of the IF point can be reduced by using postprocessing
such as coherent detection or envelope detection.

The arrival time of the incident microwave photonic signal
plays an important role in the deep denoising. A relative time
delay τ between the OFC and the incident microwave photonic
signal will lead to a frequency-dependent phase shift [i.e.,
exp�jωτ�], which will destroy the in-phase conditions for mas-
sive coherent stacking. On the one hand, this negative impact
has been overcome here, as the arrival time of the incident mi-
crowave photonic signal can be precisely calibrated and
synchronized for a cooperative communication with pilot/prior
signaling. Also, slight time delay jitters arising from vibrations
or temperature fluctuations can be tolerant in the experiment
setup. On the other hand, this unknown time delay will en-
hance the covertness with a new degree of freedom against hos-
tile interception. Due to the dense feature, the number of comb
channels can be further increased to provide a higher SNR gain.
But the saturated input/output power of the BPD will set a
limit on the further increase of the recovered signal’s power
when the comb line number is already big enough.

5. CONCLUSION

A covert wireless communication system using massive comb
channels has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated.
Through the deep signal hiding below the noise background
and the deep signal denoising from poor SNR conditions, both
high covertness and high-fidelity signal recovery are realized.
This simple and elegant optical system enables an ultrafast
and memoryless analog spectrum convolution without compli-
cated digital processing and breaks the physical bottlenecks on
the costly and bulk opto-electronic hardware and limited opti-
cal wavelength spectrum resource for implementing massive co-
herent channels. In the demonstrated system, a single OFC is
generated through CS-SSB modulation. The generated OFC
with 1024 comb lines and an ultradense comb spacing is used
for massive spectral replication and coherent in-phase stacking
of massive comb channels. After deep hiding with a poor in-
band SNR of −30 to −18 dB at the transmitting unit, an SNR
improvement of 29 dB is achieved for recovering the microwave
signal through deep denoising at the receiving unit, which can
be improved further. An SNR increase proportional to the
number of comb lines is ensured with excellent channel scal-
ability. This OFC-enabled optical method paves a new and via-
ble way for low-interception communication and weak signal
detection in harsh scenarios.
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